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1 Introduction

This paper estimates the causal effect of social ties on both household level income growth and

aggregate regional economic development. We use the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 to identify

these effects. West German regions in which individuals have particularly strong social ties to

the East at the time of the fall of the Berlin Wall exhibit substantially higher growth in income

per capita in the early 1990s. West German households who have a relative in East Germany

in 1989 experience a persistent rise in their personal income after the fall of the Berlin Wall.

Contrasting the sizes of these effects, the individual level effects explain only about one fifth of

the aggregate effects. This suggests the existence of strong spill-overs. We provide evidence both

on possible mechanisms for the effects of social ties and their strong spill-over effects.

There are at least two reasons to believe that social ties may affect economic performance at

a very basic level: First, social ties between individuals may reduce informational asymmetries

by providing a credible channel of communication (Granovetter (1973)). Second, social ties may

serve as a form of collateral and thereby sustain a large range of credit and insurance contracts

that would otherwise not be feasible (Greif (1993)).

The central difficulty in determining how relevant these channels are for economic outcomes

is that social ties are endogenous to economic activity: Individuals may form social ties in the

anticipation that they may yield economic benefits in the future. This reverse causality confounds

any econometric analysis of the relevance of social ties that does not rely on some exogenous

source of variation. In this paper we exploit a unique and unexpected change in the set of feasible

economic interactions subsequent to the fall of the Berlin Wall in order to estimate the impact

of social ties between West and East Germans on economic outcomes. To our knowledge, this

paper is the first to identify the effect of social ties on aggregate economic outcomes and the first

to trace this effect from the households and firms to regional economic development.

After the fall of the Berlin wall on November 9th, 1989, trade between the two Germanys

suddenly became feasible, following more then three decades of isolation. The resulting boom

in economic exchange was fueled by large transfers from West to East and the monetary union

on July 1st, 1990 in which the East German mark was converted to the Deutsche Mark at

several times its market rate. Moreover, almost the entire East German capital stock was sold

to private investors between 1990 and 1994.1 In this situation, East Germans had valuable local

information about demand conditions and about the quality of the assets that were offered to

investors. However, they were largely unable to borrow (until the mid-1990s many did not know

whether they owned their own homes) and lacked experience of how to behave in a capitalist

economy. West Germans on the other hand had these abilities but lacked the requisite local

1See (Sinn and Sinn, 1992, p. 51) and Lange and Pugh (1998), respectively.
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knowledge. To the extent to which social ties facilitate economic exchange, social ties between

East and West Germans thus suddenly took on economic value on the day of the fall of the Berlin

Wall.

Our primary identifying assumption is the little disputed historical fact that the fall of the

Berlin Wall was largely unexpected. Since the physical separation of the two German states in

1961, private economic exchange between the two Germanys was impossible (in fact it had been

highly restricted as far back as the late 1940s). Social ties that were maintained between East

and West Germans during this period were thus kept up for purely non-economic reasons, as

individuals on both sides of the border did not expect an economic re-integration, at least until

the summer of 1989.

In our analysis we work with household level data in which a panel of West Germans was

asked whether they had social ties to East Germany and with aggregate data on the share of

individuals with social ties to East Germany across West German regions. This data shows large

variations in the share of individuals with with social ties, which obviously is a prerequisite for

a successful estimation of the aggregate effects of social ties. This variation is largely driven by

Germany’s 20th century history. We show that West German regions which received a large inflow

of refugees and expellees from East Germany between 1945 and 1961 tend to have significantly

stronger social ties to the East in 1989 (i.e. a larger share of residents who report that they

have social ties to the East). Come 1989, the West Germans who kept up ties to the East are

thus predominantly the families of those who had lived in East Germany and fled before the

construction of the Berlin Wall in 1961. Of course, the assignment of refugees and expellees

from the East to West German regions might not be random, as individuals may have moved

to those regions in which they saw the best prospects for themselves and their families. In

particular, an overwhelming concern for those arriving from the East was an acute housing crisis

in West Germany that persisted until the early 1960s. After World War II, 32% of the West

German housing stock was destroyed. The expellees and refugees arriving from the East were

thus channeled to or decided to settle predominantly in areas in which there was relatively more

intact housing, i.e. in the areas that were least destroyed during the war. We show that the degree

of wartime destruction is a good predictor, both for the settlement of refugees and expellees in

1961 and for the intensity of social ties to East Germany in 1989.

This gives naturally rise to an identification strategy for the aggregate effects of social ties. In

particular, we will use the degree of wartime destruction in 1945 as an instrument for the share of

expellees in West German regions. Obviously, this requires that the wartime destruction affected

growth in income per capita after 1989 only through its effect on the settlement of refugees and

expellees in the post World War II, and thus through its effect on the intensity of social ties in

1989. We devote a great deal of care to corroborate this additional identifying assumption in
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various ways. For example, we show that wartime destruction has no effect on the growth of West

German regions in the years before 1989; and all of our specifications are robust to controlling

for the growth in income per capita in the years prior to 1989.

Based on our two identifying assumptions we estimate a strong causal relationship of the

intensity of social ties in West German regions and growth in income per capita after 1989. In

particular, a one standard deviation rise in the share of expellees (corresponding to 1.9 percentage

points) from East Germany settling in a given West German region in 1961 is associated with a

4.6% rise in income per capita over the six years between 1989 and 1995. This result is robust to

several different variations and cannot be explained by likely alternatives, such as migration from

East to West in 1989 or by a decline in the West German heavy industry in the 1990s. Moreover,

we show that the effect is particular to expellees who arrived from East Germany rather than

to expellees arriving from other areas. While the regional growth effect diminishes after 1995,

there is no evidence of a subsequent reversal, such that the pattern of social ties to the East in

1989 may have permanently altered the distribution of income across West German regions.

In an effort to shed light on the mechanism linking social ties to regional economic growth we

look at household data and at the cross-section of West-German firms in 2007. At the household

level, we show that West Germans who report to have a relative in East Germany experience a

persistent rise in their personal income after 1989. In particular, their income rises on average

by 5% over the six years following the fall of the Berlin Wall. This rise in income again occurs

immediately after 1989 and cannot be explained by likely alternatives, such as age, the level of

education or the wealth of the individual. Especially individuals below the age of 40 and those

above the age of 52 seem to profit from their social ties to East Germany. 2

Estimating both household and regional level effects allows us to explore the importance

of spill-overs, where individuals living in regions with strong ties to the East experience rising

incomes, even if they themselves do not have ties to the East. The direct rise in the incomes

of individuals with ties to the East can account for only about one fifth of the rise in income

per capita which we document at the region level, pointing to significant positive spillovers from

household level social ties on regional economic performance.

To explore the channel through which these spill-overs work, we use data on the cross-section

of West German firms in 2007. We show that West German firms which are headquartered in a

region which had strong social ties to the East in 1989 are more likely to operate a subsidiary

or a branch in East Germany in 2007. In particular, a one standard deviation rise in the share

of expellees from East Germany settling in a region in 1961 is associated with a 3.4% increase

2We find a positive but statistically insignificant effect for entrepreneurs with ties to the East. However, our
panel heavily under-samples entrepreneurs so that we cannot exclude the possibility that part of the effect on
regional economic growth may be driven by entrepreneurs using their social ties to take advantage of the new
opportunities in the East.
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in the likelihood that a given firm within that region operates a subsidiary or branch in East

Germany in 2007. Interestingly, this effect seems to be concentrated in the services sector, which

is consistent with the view that social ties are particularly important in industries which rely

heavily on local information. While social ties to East Germany predict a higher probability of

investing in East Germany, they do not predict a higher probability of investing anywhere else

in the world, except for a small rise in the probability of investing in Poland. This is particularly

interesting since many of those arriving in West Germany from East Germany before 1961 were

originally expelled from present-day Poland in 1945, then lived in East Germany for up to 16

years and arrived in the West before the construction of the Berlin Wall in 1961.

We believe that this paper convincingly demonstrates the relevance of social ties for economic

development. The most important caveat to the interpretation of our results is that it is unclear

how our results generalize beyond the context of a large economic transition, such as the economic

re-integration of Germany. Our results suggest, that social ties may be particularly useful in an

environment in which markets are established rapidly and informational asymmetries are large.

Related Literature To our knowledge, this paper is the first to identify the effect of social

ties on aggregate economic outcomes and the first to trace this effect from the households and

firms to regional economic development.

Our results relate closely to a large literature identifying the effect of social networks and

social ties on a broad set of microeconomic outcomes, ranging from employment (Munshi (2003),

Laschever (2007), and Beaman (2008)) and informal insurance (e.g. Weerdt and Dercon (2006))

to performance in the financial industry (Cohen et al. (2008), Hochberg et al. (2007), and Kuh-

nen (2009)) and agricultural yields (Conley and Udry (2009)).3 Since social ties have been

documented to impact such a broad range of microeconomic outcomes, an obvious question is

whether they also influence aggregate economic variables. While there are number of models

that predict such aggregate effects (e.g. Rauch (1996), Rauch and Casella (1998), Kranton and

Minehart (2001), and Ambrus et al. (2010)), there is, to date, very little evidence on this mat-

ter. The main difficulty is that under normal circumstances the strength of social ties both at

the individual and the aggregate level are jointly determined with economic performance. In

this paper, we are able to disentangle the two effects using the unique historical circumstances

surrounding the fall of the Berlin Wall.

While our source of identification is the reunification of Germany, other authors have used the

partition of Germany to identify the effect of market access on city growth (Redding and Sturm

(2007)), the effect of the East German regime on voter preferences (Alesina and Fuchs-Schndeln

(2007)), and the effect of exposure to West German media on consumer preferences (Burstyn

3See Jackson (2009) for an excellent survey of this literature.
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and Cantoni (2009)).

In using the effect of wartime destruction on the settlement of expellees in West Germany

we also relate to the work quantifying the effect of wartime destruction on long-run economic

development. At the aggregate level, Brakman et al. (2004) find that the pattern of wartime

destruction had no long-run impact on city growth in West Germany. Davis and Weinstein (2002)

and Miguel and Roland (2006) show similar results for Japan and Vietnam, respectively. At the

individual level, Akbulut-Yuksel (2009) documents a detrimental effect of wartime destruction

on the education and health of school-age children who grew up in the most affected areas.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the historical back-

ground of wartime destruction, the partition of Germany, and the settlement of expellees and

refugees in West Germany. Section 3 discusses the data and its construction and presents some

descriptive statistics. Section 4 establishes the basic relationship between wartime destruction

and social ties to the East; and uses this relationship to identify a causal effect of social ties on

growth in income per capita post 1989. Section 5 looks at the relationship between social ties

and income growth at the household level; and section 6 documents the influence of social ties

on firm investment and the ownership structure of German firms today. Section 7 concludes,

while the appendix contains additional robustness checks and details on the construction of our

dataset.

2 Historical Background

2.1 Destruction of Housing Stock during World War II

German cities and towns were heavily destroyed after World War II. This was mainly the result

of allied air raids, which began in 1940 and intensified until the final days of the war in 1945.

They left around 500,000 dead and resulted in the destruction of a third of the West German

housing stock, making it the most devastating episode of air warfare in history.4

In the early days of the war the Royal Air Force attempted to slow down the advances of

the German army into the Soviet Union by aiming at destroying transport infrastructure. This

strategy was an abject failure and was quickly abandoned as the available technology at the

time did not permit targeted raids. At best, the pilots flying the nighttime raids were able to

make out that they were above a city (often even unsure above which city). This lead to the

adoption of the doctrines of “moral bombing” (1941) and of “fire and carpet bombing”, which

were aimed destroying the Germans’ morale and ability to resist by destroying cities and towns

(Kurowski (1977)). By the end of the war, 50% of the 900,000 metric tons of bombs deployed

4The information presented in this section is from USSBS (1945), Kurowski (1977), and Friedrich (2002).
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had hit settlements, while 17% had hit industry or infrastructure.

Cities destroyed most during the early years of the war were those that were close to the

British shore and easy to spot from the air, e.g. Hamburg and Cologne. After 1944, utilizing

recent technological advances, the allies were able to implement fire storms, which were easiest

to create in cities with highly flammable, historical centers, such as Darmstadt, Dresden, or

Wuerzburg. Fire storms could typically not be implemented in cities which had already been hit

by a lot of explosives bombs, as the rubble from earlier raids would prevent the fire from spreading.

This is why the cities that were attacked relatively late in the war (and often strategically least

important) were among the most heavily destroyed.5

Appendix Figure 2 shows the varying intensity of destruction of towns and cities in West

Germany. It is important to note that none of our empirical results rely on this pattern being

random or driven by certain factors. Instead, our identification strategy relies on the assumption

that the pattern of wartime destruction has no direct effect on growth in West German regions

45 years later, post 1989.

2.2 The Partition and Reunification of Germany

In 1944, as World War II entered its final phase, the UK, the US and the Soviet Union agreed on

a protocol for the partition of pre-war Germany: The areas to the East of the rivers Oder and

Neisse were to be annexed by Poland and by the Soviet Union; and the remaining territory was

divided into three sectors of roughly equal population. The UK would occupy the Northwest,

the US the South, and the Soviet Union the East. The capital, Berlin, would be jointly occupied.

At the end of the war, the three armies took control of their sectors, where the US and Britain

carved a small French sector out of their respective sectors.6 In 1949, with the onset of the

cold war, the three Western sectors formed the Federal Republic of Germany (West Germany),

and the Soviet sector became the German Democratic republic (East Germany). Economic

exchange between the two parts of Germany became increasingly difficult as the East German

government immediately introduced central planning. Only three years later, in 1952, the border

was completely sealed, cutting any remaining legal or illegal trade links between East and West.7

Until the construction of the Berlin Wall in August 1961 there remained the possibility of

personal transit from East to West Berlin, which was the last remaining outlet for refugees fleeing

5During a fire storm, a large section of a city catches fire, creating winds of up to 75 meters per second,
depriving those exposed of oxygen and often sucking them into the fire.

6This entailed a significant withdrawal of the British and US forces who had captured much more territory
than expected (Sharp (1975)).

7The only remaining trade between the two countries was the “Interzonenhandel” which was arranged between
the two governments. In this system the East German government would trade goods and services by the barter
system. In 1960 its total volume came to the equivalent of $178 m. See Holbik and Myers (1964) for a detailed
description of the Interzonenhandel.
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from East to West Germany. After 1961, migration between East and West virtually ceased. In

the following years the partition of Germany was formally recognized in various international

treaties, and was, until the summer of 1989 generally believed to be permanent.8

In September of 1989 it became apparent that a critical mass of East Germans had become

alienated from the socialist state, its declining economic performance, and the restrictions it

placed on personal freedom. Increasingly large public demonstrations led to the opening of the

Berlin Wall on November 9th, 1989. The first free elections in East Germany were held in March

of 1990, followed by the rapid political, monetary, and economic union between East and West

Germany by the end of the same year.

2.3 Refugees and Expellees in Western Germany, 1945-1961

In 1945 the Polish and Soviet authorities expelled all German nationals from the annexed ter-

ritory. While many Germans had fled the advancing Soviet Army, those that remained were

marched or transported out of the annexed territories towards the four sectors. Germans that

either originally lived in or moved to the countries occupied by the German army during war

were also expelled in many cases, particularly from Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania, and

Yugoslavia. Expellees were registered and then assigned one of the four sectors in which to

settle, according to quotas fixed in the Potsdam accord.9 The authorities in turn allocated the

expellees to the (later to become federal) states within their jurisdictions and assigned them

quarters wherever they could find intact housing stock.

The first wave of 5.96 million expellees arrived in the three Western sectors by 1946. As it

became increasingly apparent that the division of Germany would become permanent many of

the 3.04 million that had originally been allocated to the Soviet sector decided to leave for the

West. By 1960, the total number of expellees in West Germany had risen to 9.697, of which

roughly one third were expellees who had in the interim lived in the Soviet sector.10 In parallel,

an increasing number of “native” residents of the Soviet sector who were dissatisfied with the

political and economic prospects of the fledging East Germany fled to the West. This flow of

refugees peaked in the years before the construction of the Berlin Wall, with on average around

300,000 individuals illegally crossing the Border in each year between 1957 and 1961 (Hunt

8The most important of these was the “Grundlagenvertrag” of December 1972 between East and West Germany
in which both countries recognized “two German states in one German nation.” Following this treaty East and
West Germany were accepted as full members of the United Nations.

9The official plan adopted by the allies in November 1945 was to expel 6.65 million Germans. 2.75 m, were
to be allocated to the Soviet sector and 2.25 m, 1.5 m, and 0.15 m to the American, British, and French sectors,
respectively (Bethlehem (1982), p.29).

10We are unable to determine exactly how many expellees remained in East Germany as the communist gov-
ernment declared after 1950 that the expellees had been fully integrated into East German society and banned
the concept from subsequent government statistics (Franzen (2001)).
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(2006)). By 1961 the total number of East German refugees settling in West Germany was 3.5

million.

While the authorities in the Western sectors, and later the West German authorities had an

explicit policy supporting expellees, supplying them with housing and various subsidies, there

was very little support for refugees. In fact, as late as 1950 the authorities actively tried to

discourage refugees from entering West Germany on the grounds that they would exasperate an

already catastrophic situation in the housing market and for fear of the political consequences of

a de-populating East Germany. In practice, however, the authorities never attempted to deport

refugees back to the East, such that refugees often made their own way in West Germany, without

registering with the authorities.11

The severe housing crises that resulted from the inflow of millions of migrants into the heavily

destroyed Western sectors remained the principal determinant in the allocation of expellees to

West German cities and towns until the late 1950s. In fact, in the early years the availability

of housing was the only determinant of where the expellees were sent (Bethlehem, 1982, p. 29,

pp.49). After 1949 economic considerations started playing a more important role in the alloca-

tion process and the West German government also initiated a number of programs encouraging

migration to areas in which there was a relatively higher demand for labor. However, these

programs remained relatively limited, with less than one in ten expellees participating in them.

3 The Data

We obtained data at the household, firm, district (Landkreis), and regional (Raumordnungsein-

heit) level. Districts are the equivalent of US counties. Regions are the union of several districts,

where each district belongs to one such unit. Regions do not have a political function but exist

exclusively for statistical purposes (in this sense they are analogous to metropolitan statistical

areas in the US, but also encompass rural areas). We have all aggregate data available at the

district level, except for income per capita in 1989, which is available only on the regional level.

Our primary unit of analysis are thus the 74 West German regions. However, when we use ag-

gregate controls in our firm and household level analysis we always use data at the lowest level

of disaggregation available.

3.1 Definitions and Sources

Historical Data

We coded two measures of wartime destruction: the share of dwellings that were destroyed in

1946, labeled Share Housing Destroyed ’46, and the amount of rubble in cubic meters per

11See (Bethlehem, 1982, chapter 3).
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inhabitant, labeled Rubble ’46 (m3 p.c.). Both measures are from the 1946 edition of the

annual statistics of the German Association of Cities. This data is reported at the city level for

the 199 largest West German cities. We also coded the number of inhabitants in 1939 and 1946

from this volume. We aggregated the data by calculating the mean destruction across cities in a

district or region, weighted by the cities’ population in 1939.

Our primary proxy of social ties to the East on the aggregate level is the share of expellees

who had lived in East Germany and settled in a West German district/region before 1961. The

1961 census reports for each West German district the number of inhabitants and the number

of expellees. The census presents the data separately for expellees who arrived directly in West

Germany in or after the war and for those who arrived in West Germany after having been in

residence in the Soviet Sector. These individuals thus had lived for some period between 1939

and 1961 in the territory which after 1949 became East Germany. From this data we create

the variables Share Expellees (Direct) ’61 and Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61.12

Additional details on the data sources used are given in Appendix C.

Contemporary Aggregate Outcomes and Control Variables

We obtained our data on income per capita from the German Mikrozensus, an annual, obligatory

random survey of one percent of the population. We aggregated the individual income data on to

the regional level for every second year between 1985 and 2001. The income at time t is labeled

Income t (p.c.). As the Mikrozensus does not identify districts prior to 1995, an aggregation

on a finer spatial level was not possible. From the same source we obtained data on the share

of the population working in the industrial sector in 1989 (Share Working in Industry ’89)

and on the share of the population which has migrated into the region in the years 1991, 1993 or

1995 from former East Germany (Migration from East ’91-’95). We calculated the distance

of the center of each region to the former inner German border from GIS data (Distance to

East).

Firm Level Data

Our firm level data is from the 2007 edition of the ORBIS dataset. This source contains data on

some 750.000 firms in West Germany and on their subsidiaries and branches both in Germany and

abroad. It also provides information on the postal code of the headquarters and of the associated

subsidiaries and branches. We used this information to match each firm to the West German

district in which its headquarters are located. We selected all firms which have a subsidiary or

12This data is at the district level as of 1961. The boundaries of some West German districts have changed
between 1961 and the time of the Reunification, but remained stable ever since. Our analysis uses the current
district boundaries. To map the 1961 data into the current district definitions, we tracked which share of the
area of each 1961 district became part of which current district. Assuming that the expellees where distributed
homogenously across districts in 1961, we calculated each former districts contribution of expellees to each current
district and hence the number of expellees in each district, using the current district boundaries, in 1961.
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branch in a West German district other than the district of the headquarters (N = 19420). As a

measure of the investment activity in different areas, we computed the share of firm’s subsidiaries

and branches in location x as a fraction of its total number of subsidiaries and branches in location

x and West Germany (Share of Total S. & B. in x). We calculated this measure for ‘East

Germany’, ‘Poland’, the ‘Old EU Countries’, the ‘New EU Countries (excluding Poland)’ and for

‘Non-EU Countries’, where ’Old EU Countries’ refers to the 14 EU member countries other than

Germany prior to enlargement in 2004. For the same set of firms we created a dummy variable

for whether the firm has a subsidiary of branch in location x (S. & B. in x (Dummy)). As

proxy for the size of the firm we use the number of subsidiaries and branches it operates in West

Germany (S. & B. in West Germany). Finally, we used the NACE code given in the ORBIS

dataset to define four sector dummies (agriculture, manufacturing and construction, trade and

service, and government).

Individual Level Data

Our household level data is from the German Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP). From the panel we

select households which participated in all of the 1985, 1989, and 1995 waves. For these households

we use information on household income in the years 1985-2001 (Income (SOEP)), on the

amount of capital income in 1989, as well as the age and years of education (including professional

education) of the household head. We also created dummies for the primary occupation and

gender of the household head.13

Importantly, the SOEP questionnaire asked in 1991 whether the respondent had any relatives

in the other part of Germany. From this information we constructed our measure of social ties at

the household level (Ties to Relatives ’91), which is a dummy variable equal to 1 if at least one

individual in the household had a relative in the other part of Germany. We also aggregated this

variable to the regional level by calculating the share of households with ties to East Germany

(Share Ties to Relatives ’91). Ideally we would want to use this as measure of the aggregate

social ties of a region to East Germany. However, as the sample on average contains only 26

households per region, it is naturally a very noise measure. We therefore will use the share of

expellees in the aggregate analysis. We will be specific about how these measures relate to each

other.

3.2 Descriptive Statistics

Table 1 provides descriptive statistics. Panel A of Table 1 presents the data on West German

regions, where we separate the sample into all regions and those with higher and lower share of

housing destroyed in 1946 than the median region. The first row of column 1 gives the mean

13Details of how we aggregated the individual data at household level are given in Appendix C.
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and the standard deviation of the share expellees who arrived via the Soviet sector in 1961,

while the second column gives the mean and standard deviation for regions with lower levels of

wartime destruction. We can see that expellees via the Soviet sector made up 4.8% of the 1961

population in the average region. Similarly, expellees that came directly to West Germany made

up 11.9% of the average region’s population in 1961 (row 2), and 22.3% of the population report

to have a relative in East Germany in 1991 (row 3). In all three cases, these shares are higher in

regions that suffered lower levels of wartime destruction. The variation in wartime destruction

is considerable, with 15.4% of housing on average destroyed in regions with low destruction and

49.3% in regions with high destruction (row 4). Moreover, regions which are closer to the inner-

German border tended to be less destroyed then those that are further away (row 6). The pattern

in income per capita is interesting: While regions with lower wartime destruction are slightly

poorer in 1985 and 1989, they are slightly richer than the average region in 1995.

Panel B of Table 2 presents the data on West German Firms in 2007, again split up by

regions with higher and lower wartime destruction. On average, firms in regions with lower

wartime destruction are slightly smaller as measured by the number of subsidiaries they operate

in West Germany (row 1). Nevertheless they are also more likely to operate a subsidiary or

branch in the East (8.3% versus 7.2%). On average, 7.7% of the firms in our sample operate a

subsidiary or a branch in East Germany (row 3) and 1.8% operate in non-EU countries.

4 Social Ties and Economic Growth

We first present estimates of the effect of social ties between West and East Germans on income

growth in West German districts. The structural equation of interest is

log

(
yi,t

yi,1989

)
= βsi,1989 + φ log yi,1989 + Z

′

iζ + εi (1)

where yi,t is the income per capita in district i in year t, t ∈ {1991, 1993, 1995, 1997, 1999, 2001}.
The left hand side variable is thus the growth in income per capita between 1989 and subsequent

census years. si,1989 denotes our measure of the social ties. This will be the share of expellees in

West-German region i who, prior to coming to West-Germany, had lived for some time in the

Soviet sector. Zi is a vector of controls, which always contains a constant term, a complete set

of federal state fixed effects, and the distance between district i and the inner-German border.

The coefficient of interest is β which measures the effect of social ties on growth in income per

capita after 1989. In our standard specification we control for income per capita in 1989. The

coefficient φ thus measures the degree of mean reversion in income per capita between West

Germans districts. The assumption that the relationship between growth in income per capita
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and social ties is linear is for simplicity. The error term εi captures all omitted influences,

including any deviations from linearity. Throughout standard errors are calculated using the

Huber-White correction to ensure they are robust against arbitrary heteroscedasticity. Standard

errors tend to be smaller if we cluster at the federal state level in order to control for possible

spacial correlation.

4.1 Estimation Strategy

Equation (1) will consistently estimate the parameter of interest if Cov (si,1989, εi) = 0. This

covariance restriction however may not hold in practice, since the settlement of expellees from

the East in West Germany, and thus the strength of social ties to East Germany, is jointly

determined with income growth. Although we show results of Ordinary Least Squares estimates

of equation (1) for reference and comparison we primarily rely on an instrumental variables

strategy, which uses only the variation in si,1989 which is attributable to variation in wartime

destruction across districts in 1945. Our first-stage equation is

si,1989 = γwi + φfs log yi,1989 + Z
′

iζ
fs + νi, (2)

where wi is our measure of wartime destruction in 1945, mainly the share of housing stock de-

stroyed, and (2) contains the same covariates as (1). Our key identifying assumption is that

Cov (wi, εi) = 0. It states that, conditional on the covariates we control for, (i) wartime destruc-

tion in 1945 has no effect on growth in income per capita after 1989 other than through the

settlement of expellees and (ii) there is nothing else which drives both war destruction and the

differential income growth post-1989. In section ... we will present various pieces of evidence to

back these assumptions.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 The First-Stage Relationship

Panel A of Table 2 shows our basic first-stage regressions, using the share of expellees in 1961 as

proxy for social ties in 1989. Column 1 is the most parsimonious specification shown in equation

(2), regressing the share of expellees on the share of housing destroyed in 1945, the distance to

the inner-German border, and income per capita in 1989. The estimate of -0.019 (s.e.= 0.004) is

statistically highly significant and suggests that a one standard deviation increase in the share of

housing destroyed in 1945 (s.d.= 0.21) is associated with 0.4 percentage point drop in the share

of expellees in 1961. This corresponds to 8% less expellees relative to the mean share of expellees

in a region.
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We do not use data on refugees, as these were not as systematically recorded as expellees,

but since the settlement patterns of refugees was likely very similar to that of expellees we may

speculate that the total effect on the settlement of individuals migrating from the Soviet sector

was around twice as large. We will need to account for this when interpreting the IV estimates.

As expected, the share of expellees in 1961 also falls with the distance to the inner-German

border. The coefficient on income in 1989 is positive and significant, suggesting that expellees

tended to settle in districts that are richer in 1989, which is most likely attributable to permanent

differences in income per capita between districts which existed prior to 1961.14

The specification in column 2 is our baseline specification. It adds income growth in the

five years prior to 1989 as an additional control. The coefficient of interest remains virtually

unchanged at -0.020 (s.e.= 0.005), while the coefficient on income growth itself is statistically

indistinguishable from zero, suggesting that the pattern of settlement of expellees in 1961 is not

correlated with trends in income per capita in the years prior to the fall of the Berlin Wall.

Figure 1 plots the conditional relationship estimated in this column graphically and shows

that the first-stage relationship is not driven by outliers. Columns 3-5 show the first-stage

regressions corresponding to robustness checks performed later. In column 3 we use the volume

of rubble per capita in 1946 as an alternative measure of wartime destruction, which again yields

a negative and significant coefficient. In columns 4 and 5 we add the share of the workforce

employed in industry in 1989 and the extent of migration after reunification as an additional

controls. The coefficient of interest remains unchanged and statistically significant at the 1%

level in each case.

Panel B of Table 2 repeats the same specifications as in Panel A, using the share of the

respondents to the SOEP that has ties to relatives in East Germany in 1991 as an alternative

proxy for social ties in 1989, where we show only the coefficient of interest. All estimates are

negative and all except the one in column 3 are statistically significant at the 5% level. The

coefficient in column 1 is -0.099 (s.e.= 0.042). It implies that a one standard deviation rise

in the share of housing destroyed in 1945 is associated with a 2.08 percentage point drop (or

alternatively a 9.3% drop relative to the average) in the share of respondents that have a relative

in East Germany in 1991. This is a sizeable effect. Similar results hold for the share of the

respondents that report to be in contact with friends in East Germany. In the remainder of the

paper we focus on the share of expellees in 1961 as a proxy for social ties as, coming from a

comprehensive survey of the population, it is measured with less error than the results from the

SOEP panel; needless to say, however, that the correlation between the two proxies is very high

(64%), as shown in Figure 2. FIXME: Present Regression Coefficient here.

14Income per capita in 1989 is included in all specifications to present the first stage corresponding to the
instrumental variables results. If we drop all controls from the regression, the estimated coefficient is identical,
-0.019, s.e.=0.007.
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4.2.2 The Reduced Form Relationship

As a prelude to our instrumental variables estimates, Panel C shows the reduced form relationship

between growth in income per capita after the fall of the Berlin Wall and wartime destruction.

All specifications (except the one in column 3) are again identical to the ones in Panels A and B,

where the left hand side variable is now log
(

yi,1995

yi,1989

)
, the growth in income per capita between

1989 and 1995. The coefficient of interest is negative and it is statistically significant at the 5%

level in all columns except in column 1, where it is significant at the 10% level. The estimate

in column 2 is -0.048 (s.e.= 0.020), suggesting that regions that were least destroyed during

the war experience significantly higher growth in income per capita after the fall of the Berlin

wall. A one standard deviation rise in the share of housing destroyed in 1946 is associated with

a 1.5 percentage point lower growth in income per capita over the six years following German

reunification. The coefficient estimated is stable across columns 1, 2, 4, and 5, with point

estimates ranging from -0.042 in column 1 to -0.048 in columns 2 and 4.15

As a first test of the mechanism by which wartime destruction could affect economic growth

50 years after the fact, column 3 includes both the share of housing destroyed in 1946 and rubble

per capita in 1946 in the regression. The results are encouraging for our identification strategy:

While the coefficient on the share of housing destroyed remains negative and significant at -0.060

(s.e.= 0.027), the coefficient on rubble per capita is positive and insignificant. This pattern

suggests that it is primarily the lack of housing in 1946 and not wartime destruction per se that

affects economic growth post 1989.

4.2.3 Instrumental Variables Results

In our instrumental variables estimation we are able to test explicitly the hypothesis that the

aggregate level of social ties between East and West Germans in 1989 are causally related to

a rise in income per capita after the fall of the Berlin Wall. In Table 3, we estimate (1) using

only the variation in the social ties in 1989 that is due to variation in wartime destruction, i.e.

we instrument for the share of expellees in 1961. In column 1 we instrument with the share

of housing destroyed in 1946. The coefficient estimate on the share of expellees is 2.169 (s.e.=

0.947), suggesting that a one standard deviation increase in the share of expellees in 1961 (s.d.=

0.019) is associated with a 4.3% rise in income per capita over the six years following 1989 (or

15Figure 3 shows this graphically in a conditional scatter plot, where the slope shown corresponds to the
estimate in column 2. In the plot, Wilhelmshaven looks like a significant outlier. Dropping Wilhelmshaven from
the sample reduces the coefficient estimate to -0.033 (s.e. = 0.016). As a more systematic check for the effect of
outliers, we run a robust regression (according to the terminology used by STATA) in which observations with a
Cook’s D value of more than one are dropped and weights are iteratively calculated based on the residuals of a
weighted least squares regression. There robust estimate is -0.032 (s.e. = 0.014).
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roughly 0.7% per annum).16 The coefficient on income in the base year, 1989, is negative and

significant, which suggests mean reversion in income per capita across West German districts.

Somewhat surprisingly, the coefficient on the distance to the inner-German border is positive,

which suggests that the districts closest to the inner-German border did not immediately profit

from the opening of the border (which is in line with a similar observation in Redding and

Sturm (2007), that the population of West German cities close to the inner-German border grew

relatively little between 1989 and 2002).

Column 2 gives our standard specification in which we control not only for the level of income

in 1989, but as well for income growth in the five years preceding 1989. The coefficient of interest

rises slightly to 2.442 (s.e. = 0.880) and is now significant at the 1% level. The results of column 3

are almost unchanged when we instrument the share of expellees with both the share of housing

destroyed and rubble per capita (shown in column 4). Controlling both for the pre-existing

income level and growth trend means that we estimate the effect which is specific to the period

after the fall of the Berlin wall: It can neither be explained by mean reversion in income growth

nor by a pre-existing trend. In other word, after the fall of the Berlin wall, there is a sudden

improvement in the growth trajectory of the districts that were least destroyed 50 years earlier

over and above any pre-existing growth trend.

Column 3 shows the OLS estimate of our standard specification for comparison. It is only

about one half of a standard error lower at 1.963 (s.e.= 0.574), suggesting that the endogenous

assignment of expellees to West German districts only induces a relatively mild downward bias

in the OLS estimate. A Hausman test fails to reject the null hypothesis that Cov (si,1989, εi) = 0.

4.2.4 Validity of the exclusion restriction

While the endogenous assignment of expellees to West-German districts does not seem to have a

large impact on our results, our identifying assumption, that the degree of wartime destruction

in 1945 affected growth in income per capita after 1989 only through its effect on the intensity

of social ties in 1989 cannot be tested directly. Nevertheless, we can perform a number of

falsification exercises to assess its plausibility. There are two types of potential challenges:

Pre-Trend Tests

The ‘simple’ challenge to our identifying assumption is that wartime destruction may have had

a persistent effect on income growth around 1989 or that some omitted variable determined

wartime destruction and had a persistent effect on income growth in West German districts

around 1989. We believe that we can convincingly discard this ‘simple’ challenge.

16The F-statistic against the null that the excluded instrument is irrelevant in the first-stage regression is 22.56.
This is obviously just the squared t-statistic from Table 2.
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First, our standard specification controls for the growth rate of income pre 1989 and thus

identifies only changes in the growth rate that occur after 1989. Second, the conventional wisdom

in the literature is that wartime destruction had no lasting impact on West German growth past

1960 (Brakman et al. (2004)). Figure 4 replicates part of this result. In the absence of regional

or city level income data for this period, it shows coefficient estimates of the city level population

growth on in West German cities on wartime destruction. Not surprisingly, wartime destruction

had a strong and significant negative effect of population growth during the war. In contrast,

in the immediate aftermath of the war, between 1946 and 1950 as well as between 1950 and

1960 the cities most heavily destroyed grow fastest. However, from 1960 onwards we estimate

the effect of wartime destruction on population growth to be virtually 0, insignificant and with

a confidence interval closing in around 0. To the extend that population growth is correlated

with income growth, this result comforts us that the effects of war destruction on income growth

was short lasting. Third, for the short period pre 1989 for which we do have data we can easily

test for a trend in growth pre 1989 that may be correlated with wartime destruction: In Table

4 we use the full panel structure of our data set by regressing log income per capita for each

district and year post 1985 on the interaction of year fixed effects with the share of expellees

in 1961, income per capita in the base year (1985), a full set of state-year fixed effects, and the

distance to the inner-German border. The share of housing destroyed in 1946, interacted with

year fixed effects are the excluded instruments, where we use a two-step GMM estimator with

Barlett kernel, which allows for (mechanical) first-order autocorrelation in the error structure.

As in our simpler specifications from Table 3, the coefficients on the interacted variables estimate

the effect of share expellees on income growth between 1985 and each of the following census

years. In column 1 we see that there is a negative and insignificant effect of share expellees on

growth between 1985 and 1987 (-0.329, s.e.= 1.023). The effect changes sign in 1989 (0.506,

s.e.=1.022), grows further in 1991 (1.532, s.e.=1.022) and finally becomes statistically significant

in 1993 (2.059, s.e.=1.022) and 1995 (2.813, s.e.=1.023). Figure 4 repeats this specification with

census years ranging all the way to 2001. It shows that the growth effect associated with the

share of expellees peters out after 1995, but that there is also no evidence of a reversal in later

years. Columns 2 and 3 show alternative specifications which use 1987 and 1989 as base years,

with very similar results.

There is thus no evidence of a pre-trend in growth that would be correlated with wartime

destruction; and the timing of the effect is highly supportive of the view that variation in the

degree of wartime destruction only became relevant after the fall of the Berlin Wall.

Controlling for Alternative Explanations

The more ‘sophisticated’ concern about our results is that the pattern of wartime destruction

or some omitted variable that determined wartime destruction effects income growth through
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some other channel which only switches on post 1989. Equivalently, we may be misinterpreting

our results in that expellees may affect income growth post 1989, but they may do so through

some channel other than social ties, and which is activated post 1989. One example for such a

‘sophisticated’ challenge is that the allies could have bombed areas that were highly industrial-

ized and industry may have experienced a relative decline after 1989. In Table 3 column 5 we

therefore control for the share of the population that works in industry in 1989. Indeed, the esti-

mated coefficient is negative and significant, picking up a relative decline of highly industrialized

districts, but the coefficient of interest is virtually unaffected by this additional covariate. The

variation in income growth post 1989 due to the relative decline of industry is thus unrelated to

the variation in income growth post 1989 due to the settlement of expellees in West Germany.

The second leading concern is that after 1989 highly skilled workers from East Germany may

have migrated to the same districts in which their relatives settled before 1961; and this migra-

tion may have increased the average wage paid in these districts. In column 6 we control for the

flow of migration from East to West, and again there is little effect on the coefficient of interest.

FIXME: Have migration on the LHS.

Placebo Test

While neither of these two channels seem to be driving our results we are able to provide evidence

on the entire class of ‘sophisticated’ challenges by comparing the expellees arriving via the Soviet

sector with expellees who arrived directly from the annexed parts of pre-war Germany. This

other group of expellees migrated from the same areas in Eastern Europe, its settlement pattern

was affected by wartime destruction in a similar way, and it looks very similar on observable

characteristics. The only relevant difference between the two groups is that expellees who arrived

directly from the annexed areas did not spend any significant time living (and forming social

ties) in East Germany. Table 5 shows summary statistics from the 1971 Mikrozensus, the last

Mikrozensus in which expellees are separately identified. The table gives the average income, the

average number of years of schooling, as well as the occupational structure of the ‘native’ West

German population (column 1) and of both groups of expellees (columns 2 and 3). While both

groups of expellees have slightly lower income in 1971 than the native West German population,

the average income of direct expellees and expellees who arrived via the Soviet sector is very

similar (DM 777.8 and DM 764.4 per month, respectively). Similarly, both groups of expellees

have relatively fewer entrepreneurs among them and a lower representation in agriculture than the

native West German population, but the occupational structure of direct expellees and expellees

via the Soviet Sector is extremely similar.

In columns 1 and 2 of Table 6 we re-run our standard first-stage regression from Table

2 column 2, but include both the share of housing destroyed and the volume of rubble per

capita in 1946. We again do not report covariates in the interest of space. Column 1 gives the
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results for expellees arriving via the Soviet sector and column 2 gives the results for expellees

arriving directly in West Germany. In the case of the former, the share of housing destroyed

is significant with a negative sign and rubble is insignificant. In the case of the latter, the

situation is reversed. Our two measures of wartime destruction thus give us differential leverage

in identifying the exogenous components in the settlement patterns of both groups.17 Using both

instruments, we are thus able to separately estimate the effect of expellees who arrived via the

Soviet sector and the effect of direct expellees on differential income growth post 1989. Column

3 presents the result. While the coefficient on the share of expellees who arrived via the Soviet

Sector is positive, similar in magnitude to the estimates obtained earlier (3.422, s.e.= 1.809), and

statistically significant at the 10% level, the coefficient on the share of direct expellees is close to

zero and statistically insignificant. Since both groups are extremely similar, except for the fact

that expellees who spent a number of years in the Soviet sector had an opportunity to form social

ties with East Germans, we view this result as strong support in favor of our interpretation.

4.3 Summary and Interpretation

We have provided robust evidence of strong aggregate effects of social ties on income growth.

The coefficient estimate suggest that a one standard deviation increase in the share of expellees

in 1961, so 1.9 percentage points more expellees in a region, is associated with a 4.3% rise in

income per capita over the six years following 1989 (or roughly 0.7% per annum) for the entire

region. This is a very strong effect. If all this income growth were to accrue to the expellees and

refugees, it would suggest that each one of them experienced an income growth of 113% over the

six years after 1989.18 Obviously part of this effect will not be accruing to the individuals with

ties, but will be spill-over effects. It is a main motivation of this paper to estimate the size of

these spill-over effects. To this end, the next section will contrast these results with estimates

of the individual level effects of having social ties. Lastly, we fail to reject the hypotheses that

the placement of expellees was not endogenous to start with. This will be comforting in the

subsequent analysis.

5 Social Ties and Individual Income

We now turn to our household level dataset and explore how individual households may have

profited from having ties to East Germany and how these ties may have affected regional economic

17Since the direct expellees arrived immediately after the war and the expellees via the Soviet sector arrived
between 1945 and 1961, we suspect that rubble per capita measures a component of wartime destruction that
was relatively more salient in the immediate aftermath of the war.

18Remember that around as many refugees as expellees settled in West-Germany, with potentially the same
ties.
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growth. We use the German SOEP panel dataset and select households which were in the panel

in 1985, located in West Germany in 1989 and remained in the panel at least until 1995. The

1991 wave of the panel contains several questions about contacts to friends and family in East

Germany. Since the survey was conducted in the second year after the fall of the Berlin Wall and

individuals had some time to renew ties with individuals in the other part of Germany we choose

not to rely on information about the intensity of contact to friends and relatives, although it is

available. Instead, we base our work on the response to simple factual question: ”Do you have

relatives in East Germany?”, and generate a dummy variable that is one if at least one member

of the household responded with “yes” and zero otherwise. A possible source of measurement

error is that some West Germans may have migrated to East Germany directly after the fall of

the Berlin Wall and before the conclusion of the 1991 wave of the survey. However, our data

indicate that the flow of migrants from West to East in 1990 was not large enough to plausibly

induce a quantitatively large bias. It is thus safe to assume that households which were based

in West Germany in 1989 and report a relative in East Germany in 1991, also had a relative

in East Germany in 1989. Finally, the results are very similar if we instead use information on

friendships or condition on respondents indicating “close” ties to their relatives or friends.

Table 7 gives summary statistics for the entire panel of 1904 households, and for the subset

of households which report and do not report ties to relatives in East Germany. The household

heads of households with ties to East Germany tend to have had slightly less education, (on

average 12.12 years versus 12.42 years) and the households as a whole had slightly lower income

in 1989, DM 3218 versus DM 3493 per month in 1989. However, the two subsets of households

look very similar on other observable dimensions: They had about the same amount of capital

income on average, and similar proportions of entrepreneurs and unemployed.

Our basic household level regression estimates the difference in individual income growth

after 1989 of households with and without ties to East Germany in 1989:

log

(
yj,t

yj,1989

)
= βhhTj + φhh log yj,1989 + Z

′

jζ
hh + εj, (3)

where yj,t is the income of household j in year t, Tj is the dummy variable indicating ties to East

Germany and Zj is a vector of controls which contains a full set of district fixed effects, household

income growth between 1985 and 1989, the gender, age and age squared of the household head.

The coefficient of interest is βhh which estimates the effect of ties to relatives in East Germany

on the growth in household income post 1989.

As a prelude to estimating (3), Table 8 compares the basic implications of our household level

dataset to our district level dataset. Column 1 reproduces the standard specification from Table

3 column 3 , in which we related district-level income growth to the share expellees in the district
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in 1961, (district average) income in 1989, (district average) income growth prior to 1989, and

the distance of the district to the inner-German border. In column 2, we regress household level

income growth on the same district level covariates, as well as on household level income in the

base year and household level income growth between 1985 and 1989. The coefficient estimate

on share expellees is insignificant, but remarkably similar to the one we obtained in the district

level dataset, 2.808 (s.e.= 3.613). The fact that the estimate is statistically insignificant is not

surprising as we are now using a sample of 1914 households, rather than district averages of 1%

of the population, but it is comforting that both datasets seem to have similar implications in

this regard.

In column 3 we drop the (district-level) share expellees variable and replace it with the

dummy variable indicating ties to East Germany. The estimate is positive and highly statistically

significant, 0.070 (s.e.= 0.025), indicating that households with ties to East Germany in 1989

experienced on average a 7 percentage points higher income growth in the 6 years following the

fall of the Berlin Wall than comparable households without such ties. Note that the household

level effect is large, but it is not large enough to account for the size of the district level effect:

The district level standard deviation of the share of households with ties to the East is 0.10 (see

Table 1), a one standard deviation rise is thus associated with a 0.7 percentage point rise in

income the district level; whereas a one standard deviation rise of the share of expellees in 1961

was associated with a 4.3 percentage point rise in district level income. While there is no one

to one mapping between these two variables, the two estimates seem suggest a possible spillover

effect by which households without ties profit from living in a district with strong ties to the

East. We provide evidence on one possible mechanism for these spillovers when we turn to the

firm-level data below.

In column 4 we add additional household level controls, in response to which the coefficient

of interest drops to 0.046 (s.e.= 0.023), but remains statistically significant at the 5% level.

The specification in column 5 estimates the full model (3) by dropping all district level controls

and replacing them with district fixed effects. The coefficient of interest changes very little to

0.050 (s.e.= 0.022). Based on this specification, we perform a number of robustness checks.

In Table 9 we add a number of additional covariates, where again this table only reports the

coefficient of interest and the coefficients on the variables that are added relative to the standard

specification. Column 1 reproduces the standard specification for comparison. Column 2 adds

years of education and years of education squared of the household head in 1989, both of which

remain statistically insignificant. Column 3 adds the log of capital income in 1989 as a proxy

for the household’s ability to finance investments. The variable is positive and significant, but

induces little change in the coefficient of interest which remains at 0.048 (s.e.= 0.023). Column 4

introduces a dummy variable for whether a household member is an entrepreneur. Surprisingly,
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this variable remains insignificant, and again induces almost no change in the coefficient of

interest. Finally, in column 5 we add a dummy for whether the household head is unemployed;

and column 6 adds all additional covariates simultaneously. Throughout, the changes in the

coefficient of interest are minor and it remains statistically significant at the 5% level.

In Figure 5 we explore the timing of the effect by again using the full panel structure of the

data in a specification analogous to Table 4 column 1 (where we can now use a standard fixed

effects estimator as all of our covariates are strictly exogenous). We regress the income of each

household in a given year on its income in 1985, a full set of year and district fixed effects, the

interaction of year effects with the dummy variable indicating ties to East Germany in 1991,

and controls from our standard specification (Gender, Age and Age squared). We cluster the

standard errors at the district level. The figure plots the interaction of year fixed effects with the

dummy for ties to relatives in 1991, and a 10% confidence interval. 19 The interactions measure

the differential income growth of households with social ties to the East between 1985 and the

indicated year. The pattern is striking: The estimates are statistically indistinguishable from

zero until 1989, when the estimates jump up and remain statistically significant at the 10% level

until the end of the sample in 2001 (the interactions for the first years up until 1995 also tend

to be significant at the 5% level).

Although our sample contains only 596 households with ties to the East, we are nevertheless

able to give some further evidence on why the income of individual households increased post

1989. We have already seen in Table 9 that controlling for capital income and for entrepreneurial

activity in 1989 makes very little difference to the results. This pattern carries over in Table 10,

Panel A, where we estimate our standard specification, but interact the dummy for ties to East

Germany with a fixed effect for the occupation of the household head (and we naturally also add

fixed effects for each occupation on the right hand side). Panel A shows the coefficient estimates

on the interactions as well as the number of households in each category and the number of those

households who have ties. Since this number is typically low (and the number of households

with ties is even lower), we must use due caution in interpreting the results. Nevertheless they

suggest that households profiting most from their ties to East Germany are those whose household

heads are unemployed in 1989 (0.242, s.e.= 0.137), followed by those that are civil servants in

1989 (0.129, s.e.= 0.063), and entrepreneurs in 1989 (0.117, s.e.= 0.112). While the number of

entrepreneurs in our sample (87) is not large enough to rule out that part of the district-level

effect may be due to entrepreneurs with ties to the East seizing new opportunities, the data seem

to imply that the household level effect is more about unlikely heroes – the unemployed and civil

servants with ties to the East seizing opportunities. (It may of course be that these individuals

go on to become entrepreneurs in subsequent years, but given our sample size we prefer not to

19The sample size is decreases monotonically from 1914 in 1995 to 1422 in 2001.
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speculate on this matter.) The lower half of the table gives results that are more in line with

expectations, with the estimated effects for (blue collar) workers, farmers, and those in education

or military service being the lowest.

In Panel B we repeat the same exercise but now interact the dummy indicating ties to the

East with fixed effects for the age group of the household head (and add the main effects of the

age groups as additional controls). The coefficient estimate for those aged below 40 in 1989 is

positive and significant at the 10% level, 0.092 (s.e.= 0.051). This is particularly interesting as

it indicates that the effect we estimate is about knowing people and not about knowing places:

the household heads in this group were younger than 11 years old at the time when the Berlin

Wall was built and thus could not have had much personal experience of living in East Germany,

but they could easily have kept contact with their relatives in East Germany.

5.1 East German Households

In Table 11 we provide some additional evidence on the income of East Germans by regressing log

income of East German households in the years after German reunification on a dummy variable

indicating relatives in West Germany in 1991, again controlling for our standard household

level covariates. As we have no data on income before 1990 for East German households, the

we can only speak to differences in levels of income, rather than differences in income growth.

Nevertheless, we find that the estimate on the coefficient of interest is positive in all years between

1990 and 1995 and marginally significant in two of the six years (1992 and 1994). For example,

the estimate for 1995 is 0.057 (s.e.=0.040) indicating that East German households with ties to

the west tend to have higher income than those without ties to the West.

5.2 Restitutions

A remaining concern is that some of the rise in household and regional income may be driven

by restitutions and payments of compensation to those whose property had been expropriated

without compensation in East Germany. Former owners of firms and real estate could apply

for restitution providing that the assets they were claiming still existed at the time of filing a

claim. This meant that practically all individual claims made were to buildings and land. While

there were a large number of claims filed (around 2m), we do not believe that restitution or

compensation payments could be responsible for the patterns we document in the data.

First, the administrative backlog created by the task of tracing ownership rights over a period

of 50 years was so enormous that it was not cleared by in time to confound the effects we document

(in fact, the authorities and courts are still processing claims to the present day). The first

compensation payments were not set to begin until 1996, whereas the effects we document begin
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immediately after 1989 (Southern (1993)). The only real concern are thus the cases in which

the filing of a claim resulted in the restitution of a property prior to 1995 (and the restitution

of this property resulted in a rise in income). The early restitutions were mainly restitutions of

firms, as the establishment of safe property rights for productive assets was a political priority

(although even these were the subject of protracted legal battles, where in 1992 90% of claims

concerning firms were still on hold due to litigation, see Sinn and Sinn (1992)). We address this

concern in two ways.

First, we calculate an upper bound for the value of all restitutions that could possibly have

been made in the period in question and compare it to the magnitude of the effects that we

attribute to social ties. Second, we exclude all households from the analysis that report to own

productive assets at any time during the period in question and re-run our analysis.

According to the government agency handling restitutions, half of all approved claims had

been settled by restitution. The total sum of compensation payments made between 1990 and

2009 is EUR 1.4 bn.20 The compensation payments were made at about 50% of market value. A

reasonable estimate of the value of all restitutions is therefore EUR 1.4bn
0.5

=EUR 2.8bn. Assuming

that all restitutions had been completed before 1995 (which they were not) and assuming that

the new owners immediately sold the returned assets on (which they did not), aggregate income

in West Germany could thus have risen at most by EUR 2.8bn. This number is an order of

magnitude smaller than the total effect implied by our regional level results (around EUR 74 bn

in 1989 equivalents of Euros) and it is small even compared to our household level results which

imply a rise in aggregate income of EUR 15 bn in 1989 equivalents of Euros (22.3% of households

have ties to the east, on average experiencing a 5% rise in their income).

The claimants who were likely to have received their assets by 1995, the year on which we

focus in our analysis, are those who were claiming firms. If we re-run our standard specification in

Column 5 of Table 8, while dropping all households that own productive assets in either 1989 or

1995, the coefficient drops only very slightly to -0.042 (s.e.= 0.021). The household level results

are thus robust to excluding the subgroup of observations that could plausibly have benefited

from restitutions prior to 1995.

6 Social Ties and Firm Investment

We now turn to our firm level data and examine the effect that social ties between East and

West Germans in 1989 may have had on the behavior of West German firms after the fall of

the Berlin Wall. From the universe of West German firms in 2007 we select the 19,402 firms

20Personal correspondance with Dr. Händler, press liaison of the Bundesamt fuer zentrale Dienste und offene
Vermoegensfragen.
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which operate at least one subsidiary or branch in West Germany.21 For these firms we calculate

a dummy variable which is one if the firm operates a subsidiary or branch in East Germany

and zero otherwise. Since West German firms could not own assets in East Germany prior to

the fall of the Berlin Wall, any subsidiaries or branches that they operate in 2007 must have

been acquired after 1989. Our dummy variable is thus informative both about the investment

behavior of West German firms in East Germany since 1989 and about a possible long-lasting

effect of social ties in 1989 on the economic structure of West Germany.

The structural equation of interest can be written as

bikj,2007 = βfsik,1989 + φf log yi,1989 + Z
′

ikjζ
f + εf

ikj (4)

where bikj,2007 stands for the dummy indicating whether firm j in West German district i and

region j operates a subsidiary or a branch in East Germany in 2007. sik,1989 is again our measure

of social ties between the residents of district k in region i and East Germany in 1989; yi,1989

stands for income per capita in region i in 1989; and Zikj is a vector of firm and district level

controls, which always contains a constant term, a complete set of federal state fixed effects, a

fixed effect for the sector in which the firm has its primary operations, the log of the number

of subsidiaries and branches that firm j operates in West Germany, and the distance between

district k and the inner-German border. Note that income per capita in 1989 is available only

at the regional level and not at the district level, necessitating the slightly awkward distinction

between region and district level covariates.

The coefficient of interest is βf which measures the effect of the intensity of social ties to

the East in a given West German district in 1989 on the probability that a firm headquartered

within that district operates a subsidiary or branch in East Germany in 2007. As in section 4,

we allow for the possibility that our measure of social ties (the settlement of expellees from the

East in West Germany) is jointly determined with income growth, by instrumenting sik,1989 with

the share of housing destroyed in 1946. The first stage of our instrumental variables strategy is

thus the analog to (2). We cluster all standard errors at the district level.

Panel A of Table 12 shows reduced form estimates, relating the share of housing destroyed in

1946 directly to the probability that a given firm operates a subsidiary or branch in East Germany

in 2007. In column 1, we regress our dummy variable on the share of housing destroyed and the

log of the number of subsidiaries and branches that the firm operates in West Germany in 2007

as a simple control for the size of the firm.22 The coefficient of interest is -0.030 (s.e.=0.011) and

significant at the 1% level. The estimate implies that a one standard deviation rise in the extent

21We do not have data on firm holdings prior to 2005 and thus used the most recent data available at the time
of writing.

22The raw correlation between our dummy variable and the share of housing destroyed, is -0.019 (s.e.=0.012)
and statistically significant at the 10% level.
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of wartime destruction within a given West German district is associated with a 0.7% drop in the

probability that a firms based in that district operate a subsidiary or branch in East Germany in

2007.23 Unsurprisingly, larger firms are more likely to operate subsidiaries and branches in East

Germany, which is reflected in a positive coefficient on our size control. Columns 3-6 add all of

the now familiar district and region level covariates from section 4, where column 3 gives the

analog of our standard specification. Throughout, the coefficient of interest remains in a tight

range between -0.029 and -0.031 and statistically significant at 1%.

Panel B shows our instrumental variables estimates of equation (4), where we use the variation

in wartime destruction to quantify the causal effect of social ties in 1989 on the investment

behavior of West German firms. All specifications contain the same covariates as those in Panel

A. The estimates in all columns are positive and all are statistically significant at the 5% level.

For example, the estimate from our standard specification in column 3 is 1.556 (s.e.= 0.693). It

implies that a one standard deviation rise in the share of expellees within a West German district

is associated with a 3.4% increase in the probability that a firm based within that district will

operate a subsidiary or a branch in East Germany in 2007.24

This apparent link between the pattern of social ties in 1989 and the investment behavior of

West German firms may offer an explanation for why residents of districts with strong social ties

to the East may have experienced a rise in their income even if they themselves did not have

direct social ties to the East: If being headquartered in a district with strong ties generated a

comparative advantage for firms in taking advantage of the newly available investment oppor-

tunities in East Germany, it could plausibly have resulted in a rise in income per capita in the

district in question.

The remaining panels of Table 12 show a number of additional falsification exercises: If the

pattern in holdings of subsidiaries and branches prevailing in 2007 is truly attributable to the

intensity of social ties to East Germany in 1989, and not to some other factor, our measure of

social ties to East Germany should not predict investment in other areas of the world. Panels C-F

repeat the same specifications as in Panel B, but with a dummy variable indicating subsidiaries

or branches in Poland, in the old EU countries (the 14 member countries other than Germany

prior to the enlargement in 2004), in the new EU countries (the 9 countries, other than Poland,

which joined the EU in 2004), and in non-EU countries as dependent variable. As expected,

all estimated coefficients in Panels D, E and F are close to zero and statistically insignificant.

Interestingly, however, the estimates for Poland are positive and statistically significant at the

5% level in all columns. The estimated effect for Poland is about 1/5th the size of the effect

estimated for East Germany. Social ties between East and West Germans in 1989 thus do not

23The standard deviation of Share of Housing Destroyed at the district level is 0.24.
24The district level standard deviation of the Share of Expellees (Sov. Sector) is 0.022
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predict the investment behavior of West German firms anywhere else in the world, except for a

small effect on investment in Poland. Since the largest group of expellees who settled in West

Germany after 1945 actually came from areas that are today part of Poland, these results suggest

the presence of a possible additional effect of social ties to Poland on the investment behavior of

West German firms (although we do not find this effect when using our alternative measure of

firm holdings below).

Tables A.3 and A.4 in the appendix perform additional robustness probes. In Table A.3 we

repeat the same specifications as in panels A and B of Table 12, but now use the share of each

firm’s subsidiaries and branches operated in East Germany as the dependent variable. The results

are again similar, indicating that firms which are headquartered in West German districts that

haves strong social ties to East Germany in 1989 also operate a larger share of their subsidiaries

and branches in East Germany today. In Table A.4 we repeat the same placebo treatment as

in Table 6, simultaneously estimating the causal effect of expellees via the soviet sector and

direct expellees on the probability that West German firms hold a subsidiary and branch in

East Germany today. The results are similar to Table 6 in that the estimated coefficient on the

expellees via the soviet sector is positive and large, whereas the coefficient on direct expellees is

negative and small. However, the former coefficient is not statistically significant at conventional

levels in this case.25

In Table 13 we explore the sectoral composition of the effect of social ties on firm investment

behavior by interacting the share of expellees via the soviet sector with each of four sectoral

fixed effects in (4), and instrumenting each with the interaction of the sectoral fixed effect and

the share of housing destroyed in 1946. The estimated effects in the Primary, Government, and

Manufacturing sectors are statistically insignificant, while the effect estimated for the Trade and

Services sector is positive and statistically significant at the 5% level (0.962, s.e.=0.449). We may

interpret this as evidence that social ties were particularly important in generating a comparative

advantage for firm investment in the Trade and Services sector, which is arguably the sector of

the economy which is most reliant on knowledge of local demand.

7 Conclusion

[to be completed]

25The same is true when the share of subsidiaries and branches operated in East Germany is the dependent
variable.
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A Tables

Table 1 - Summary Statistics

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Panel A: Region Level Data All Low Destr. High Destr. p-Value

Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61 0.048 0.049 0.047 0.63
(0.019) (0.022) (0.015)

Share Expellees (Direct) ’61 0.119 0.143 0.095 0.00
(0.045) (0.041) (0.036)

Share Ties to Relatives ’91 0.223 0.235 0.211 0.31
(0.100) (0.114) (0.085)

Share Housing Destroyed ’46 0.321 0.154 0.493 0.00
(0.210) (0.108) (0.141)

Rubble ’46 (m3 p.c.) 0.090 0.037 0.144 0.00
(0.070) (0.033) (0.056)

Distance to East (100km) 1.753 1.504 2.010 0.05
(1.075) (1.071) (1.046)

Income 1985 (p.c.) 1598 1568 1628 0.04
(126) (140) (104)

Income 1989 (p.c.) 1761 1747 1775 0.37
(131) (147) (114)

Income 1995 (p.c.) 2222 2227 2218 0.82
(154) (166) (143)

Share Working in Industry ’89 0.203 0.209 0.197 0.28
(0.045) (0.047) (0.043)

Migration from East ’91-’95 0.005 .006 0.004 0.04
(0.004) (0.005) (0.002)

N 71 35 36

Panel B: Firm Level Data All Low Destr. High Destr. p-Value

S. & B. in West Germany (log) 0.443 0.437 0.450 0.23
(0.742) (0.729) (0.756)

Share of Total S. & B. in East Germany 0.026 0.028 0.024 0.00
(0.103) (0.107) (0.098)

S. & B. in East Germany (Dummy) 0.077 0.083 0.072 0.00
(0.267) (0.275) (0.259)

Share of Total S. & B. in Non-EU Countries 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.69
(0.055) (0.055) (0.054)

S. & B. in Non-EU Countries (Dummy) 0.018 0.018 0.017 0.46
(0.131) (0.134) (0.129)

N 19420 9726 9694

Notes: Standard deviations are given in brackets. Column (2) and (3) give the summary
statistics for the region which had a war destruction below and above the median. Column
(4) provides the p-value of a t-test on the difference of the means in column (2) and (3).
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Table 2 - First Stage

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
PANEL A: Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61

Share Housing Destroyed ’46 -0.019*** -0.020*** -0.020*** -0.020***
(0.004) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

Rubble ’46 (m3 p.c.) -0.044***
(0.013)

Income 1989 (p.c., log) 0.042*** 0.047*** 0.043*** 0.049*** 0.047***
(0.012) (0.013) (0.014) (0.012) (0.013)

Distance to East (100km) -0.005*** -0.005*** -0.005*** -0.005*** -0.005***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Income ’89/’85 (p.c., log) -0.026 -0.020 -0.036 -0.026
(0.024) (0.024) (0.023) (0.024)

Share Working in Industry ’89 0.045*
(0.026)

Migration from East ’91-’95 -0.006
(0.212)

R2 0.918 0.920 0.905 0.925 0.920
N 71 71 71 71 71

PANEL B: Share Ties to Relatives ’91

Share Housing Destroyed ’46 -0.099** -0.102** -0.102** -0.101**
(0.042) (0.043) (0.043) (0.047)

Rubble ’46 (m3 p.c.) -0.161
(0.146)

PANEL C: Income ’95/’89 (p.c., log)

Share Housing Destroyed ’46 -0.042* -0.048** -0.060** -0.048** -0.047**
(0.021) (0.020) (0.027) (0.020) (0.020)

Rubble ’46 (m3 p.c.) 0.046
(0.071)

Notes: All regressions include federal state fixed effects. Additionally to the reported
coefficients we included in panel B and C the same controls as in panel A. The standard
errors are heteroscedasticity robust.
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Table 3 - IV Estimation

(IV) (OLS) (IV)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Income ’95/’89 (p.c., log)

Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61 2.169** 1.963*** 2.442*** 2.453*** 2.428*** 2.366***
(0.947) (0.574) (0.880) (0.877) (0.882) (0.878)

Income 1989 (p.c., log) -0.267*** -0.189*** -0.209*** -0.209*** -0.221*** -0.206***
(0.068) (0.060) (0.060) (0.060) (0.059) (0.062)

Distance to East (100km) 0.011** 0.008** 0.011** 0.011** 0.008** 0.011**
(0.004) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Income ’89/’85 (p.c., log) -0.362*** -0.355*** -0.355*** -0.307*** -0.353***
(0.083) (0.086) (0.086) (0.080) (0.087)

Share Working in Industry ’89 -0.223**
(0.097)

Migration from East ’91-’95 0.349
(1.130)

R2 0.505 0.598 0.590 0.589 0.626 0.593
N 71 71 71 71 71 71
Instruments Sh. Housing - Sh. Housing Sh. Housing Sh. Housing Sh. Housing

& Rubble

Notes: All regressions include federal state fixed effects. The standard error are heteroscedasticity robust.
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Table 4 - GMM Using Panel Structure

Income (p.c., log)
(1) (2) (3)

Share Expellees × 1995 2.813*** 2.871*** 2.538***
(1.023) (0.960) (0.916)

Share Expellees × 1993 2.059** 2.117** 1.783*
(1.022) (0.959) (0.915)

Share Expellees × 1991 1.532 1.590* 1.257
(1.022) (0.959) (0.916)

Share Expellees × 1989 0.506 0.564
(1.022) (0.961)

Share Expellees × 1987 -0.329
(1.023)

Income 1985 (p.c., log) 0.864***
(0.030)

Income 1987 (p.c., log) 0.859***
(0.030)

Income ’87/’85 (p.c., log) -0.487***
(0.059)

Income 1989 (p.c., log) 0.871***
(0.031)

Income ’89/’85 (p.c., log) -0.445***
(0.055)

Distance to East (100km) 0.003 0.005** 0.004*
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

N 563 492 421

Notes: All regressions include federal state-year fixed effects
and we controlled for distance to the East. We applied the
asymptotically efficient two-step GMM procedure. In the first
step we applied the Bartlett kernel to estimate the covariances
of the errors up to one lag.
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Table 5 - Summary Statistics (Census ’71)

(1) (2) (3)
West German Expel. (Sov. S.) Expel. (Direct)

Income ’71 809.7 777.8 764.4
(487.8) (460.3) (446.0)
[227648] [7681] [38253]

Years of Schooling ’71 9.81 9.80 9.72
(1.50) (1.59) (1.46)

[322240] [10120] [49638]

Labour Force Participation ’71 0.55 0.52 0.54
Entrepreneur ’71 0.06 0.03 0.03

Primary Sector ’71 0.12 0.04 0.05
Production and Construction ’71 0.44 0.51 0.53
Services and Trade ’71 0.32 0.33 0.30
Government ’71 0.11 0.12 0.13

Notes: Standard deviations are given in round brackets, the number of observations in
square brackets.

Table 6 - Placebo

(First Stage) (IV)
(1) (2) (3)

Expel. (Sov. S.) Expel. (Direct) Income ’95/’89 (p.c., log)

Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61 3.422*
(1.809)

Share Expellees (Direct) ’61 -0.350
(0.624)

Share Housing Destroyed ’46 -0.020*** -0.026
(0.006) (0.018)

Rubble ’46 (m3 p.c.) 0.002 -0.107**
(0.015) (0.046)

R2 0.920 0.821 0.557
N 71 71 71
Instruments - - Flats

& Rubble

Notes: All regressions include federal state fixed effects and we controlled for distance to the East, log of
income in 1989 and log of income growth 1985-1989 as in the regressions before, but did not report the
coefficient estimates here. The standard error are heteroscedasticity robust.
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Table 7 - Summary Statistics (SOEP data)

All Ties No Ties p-Value
(N=1904) (N=596) (N=1308)

Age ’90 51.2 51.5 50.4 0.13
(15.0) (15.0) (13.6)

Years of Education ’89 12.21 12.12 12.42 0.00
(1.84) (1.80) (1.91)

Income 1989 (SOEP) 3304 3218 3493 0.00
(1856) (1934) (1657)

Capital Income ’89 781.4 797.4 746.2 0.55
(1727.5) (1864.8) (1377.8)

Entrepreneur ’89 0.045 0.045 0.047 0.84
(0.208) (0.207) (0.212)

Not Employed ’89 0.075 0.079 0.065 0.29
(0.263) (0.270) (0.247)

Notes: Standard deviations in parentheses. Column 4 shows the
p-value on a t-test of the difference.
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Table 8 - SOEP Data

Income ’95/’89 (log)
Level (Source) Aggregate (MC) Individual (SOEP)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61 2.442*** 2.808
(0.880) (3.613)

Ties to Relatives ’91 0.070*** 0.046** 0.050**
(0.025) (0.023) (0.022)

Income 1989 (p.c., log, MC) -0.209*** 0.160 0.262** 0.255*
(0.060) (0.185) (0.125) (0.136)

Income ’89/’85 (p.c., log, MC) -0.355*** -0.643 -0.659 -0.793*
(0.086) (0.447) (0.449) (0.450)

Distance to East 0.011** 0.001 -0.009 -0.008
(0.004) (0.025) (0.016) (0.017)

Income 1989 (log, SOEP) -0.241*** -0.247*** - 0.339*** -0.336***
(0.025) (0.025) (0.028) (0.029)

Income ’89/’85 (log, SOEP) -0.116*** -0.119*** -0.145*** -0.148***
(0.031) (0.030) (0.027) (0.029)

Gender -0.158*** -0.163***
(0.023) (0.024)

Age ’90 -0.018*** -0.018***
(0.005) (0.005)

(Age ’90)2 0.000** 0.000**
(0.000) (0.000)

Fixed Effects State State State State Region
R2 0.590 0.137 0.143 0.249 0.287
N 71 1914 1914 1914 1914

Notes: The standard errors are clustered on region level.
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Table 9 - Robustness

Income ’95/’89 (log)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Ties to Relatives ’91 0.050** 0.044** 0.048** 0.050** 0.050** 0.043**
(0.022) (0.021) (0.023) (0.023) (0.022) (0.021)

Years of Education ’89 0.046 0.034
(0.060) (0.059)

(Years of Education ’89)2 0.000 0.001
(0.002) (0.002)

Capital Income ’89 (log) 0.018*** 0.014***
(0.005) (0.005)

Entrepreneur ’89 0.058 0.025
(0.071) (0.065)

Not Employed ’89 -0.027 -0.016
(0.045) (0.043)

R2 0.287 0.326 0.295 0.288 0.288 0.331
N 1914 1914 1914 1914 1914 1914

Notes: All regressions include region fixed effects and the same controls as column (5) of
table 8. The standard error are clustered on region level.
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Table 10 - Heterogeneous Effects

Income ’95/’89 (log) N
[with Ties]

PANEL A: Occupation

Ties ’91 × Not Employed ’89 0.242* 143
(0.137) [39]

Ties ’91 × Civil Servant ’89 0.129** 165
(0.063) [50]

Ties ’91 × Entrepreneur ’89 0.117 87
(0.112) [28]

Ties ’91 × Pensioner ’89 0.038 493
(0.033) [138]

Ties ’91 × White Collar ’89 0.028 511
(0.047) [172]

Ties ’91 × Worker ’89 -0.002 471
(0.038) [161]

Ties ’91 × Farmer ’89 -0.011 21
(0.219) [4]

Ties ’91 × In Education/Military Service ’89 -0.268 20
(0.209) [5]

R2 0.317
N 1911

PANEL B: Age

Ties ’91 × Age ’90 (1st Quartile) 0.092* 498
(0.051) [153]

Ties ’91 × Age ’90 (2nd Quartile) -0.049 495
(0.043) [162]

Ties ’91 × Age ’90 (3rd Quartile) 0.108** 447
(0.052) [151]

Ties ’91 × Age ’90 (4th Quartile) 0.063* 474
(0.037) [131]

R2 0.447
N 1914

Notes: All regressions include the same controls as column (5) of Table 7. The
regression in Panel A also included occupation fixed effects and the regression in
Panel B includeds age group fixed effects. The age quartiles are: ‘below 40’, ‘between
40 and 51’, ‘between 52 and 62’ and ‘above 62’. The standard error are clustered
on region level and shown in brackets below the coefficient. Below the number of
observations in each category the number of those with ties is given in brackets.
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Table 11 - East Germany

Income (log, SOEP)
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Ties to Relatives ’91 0.058 0.047 0.078* 0.046 0.068* 0.057
(0.036) (0.041) (0.041) (0.032) (0.036) (0.040)

Gender -0.130*** -0.116*** -0.119*** -0.130*** -0.129*** -0.139***
(0.024) (0.028) (0.025) (0.026) (0.028) (0.030)

Age ’90 0.067*** 0.051*** 0.038*** 0.035*** 0.026*** 0.024***
(0.005) (0.005) (0.007) (0.006) (0.004) (0.005)

(Age ’90)2 -0.001*** -0.001*** -0.000*** -0.000*** -0.000*** -0.000***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

R2 0.399 0.283 0.255 0.260 0.221 0.228
N 1506 1492 1473 1462 1474 1506

Notes: All regressions include region fixed effects. The standard errors are clustered on
region level.
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Table 12 - Firm Level Data (Dummy)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
PANEL A: Reduced Form S. & B. in East Germany (Dummy)

Share Housing Destroyed ’46 -0.030*** -0.029*** -0.029*** -0.028*** -0.031***
(0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011)

S. & B. in West Germany (log) 0.119*** 0.119*** 0.119*** 0.119*** 0.119***
(0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007)

Distance to East -0.013*** -0.013*** -0.012*** -0.014***
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Income 1989 (p.c., log) 0.001 0.004 0.017 0.001
(0.032) (0.033) (0.031) (0.032)

Income ’89/’85 (p.c., log) -0.016 -0.044 -0.008
(0.043) (0.048) (0.044)

Industry Share 1989 0.111
(0.084)

Migration ’91-’95 -1.517
(1.125)

R2 0.126 0.127 0.127 0.127 0.127
N 19387 19387 19387 19387 19387

PANEL B: IV

Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61 1.579** 1.469** 1.556** 1.559** 1.616**
(0.689) (0.654) (0.693) (0.714) (0.690)

PANEL C: IV S. & B. in Poland (Dummy)

Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61 0.281** 0.290** 0.289** 0.298** 0.293**
(0.137) (0.133) (0.140) (0.145) (0.137)

PANEL D: IV S. & B. in Old EU Countries (Dummy)

Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61 0.060 0.377 0.459 0.483 0.409
(0.580) (0.527) (0.540) (0.546) (0.534)

PANEL E: IV S. & B. in New EU, exc. Poland (Dummy)

Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61 0.188 0.185 0.182 0.182 0.213
(0.206) (0.206) (0.218) (0.227) (0.213)

PANEL F: IV S. & B. in Non-EU Countries (Dummy)

Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61 0.034 0.139 0.115 0.104 0.114
(0.304) (0.276) (0.287) (0.292) (0.277)

Notes: All regressions include federal state fixed effects and 4 sector dummies. In Panels B-
E we included the same controls as in Panel A. In Panels A and C-E we instrumented for
Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61 with Share Housing Destroyed ’46. The standard errors are
clustered at district level.
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Table 13 - Industry Specific Effects

Share of Total S. & B. N
in East Germany

Expellees ’61 × Primary Sector 1.741 313
(1.585)

Expellees ’61 × Trade and Services 0.962** 15521
(0.449)

Expellees ’61 × Manufacturing and Construction -0.306 3225
(0.708)

Expellees ’61 × Government -1.143 361
(1.034)

N 19420
Instrument Flats

The regressions include the same controls as column (4) in Panel A of table 12. We
instrumented for the interaction of Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61 with the sector
dummies with the interaction of Share Housing Destroyed ’46 and the sector dummies.
The standard errors are clustered at district level.
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C Data

Appendix Table 1
Data Description and Sources

Variable Description Source
Original variables
Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61 Share of the total region/district population in 1961

that is made up by expellees from the former Eastern
territories of the German Reich who settled in the So-
viet sector before arriving in Western Germany (the
Western sectors). The exact census definition of this
group is given in Statistisches Bundesamt (1961),
p.4.

1961 Census

Share Expellees (Direct) ’61 Share of the total region/district population in 1961
that is made up by expellees from the former East-
ern territories of the German Reich who did not set-
tle in the Soviet sector before arriving in Western
Germany (the Western sectors). The exact census
definition of this group is given in Statistisches Bun-
desamt (1961), p.4.

1961 Census

Share Ties to Relatives ’91 The respondents were ask whether they had relatives
in the other part of Germany. We calculated the
share of people who responded affirmatively.

SOEP (1991)

Subsidiaries and Branches in loca Number of subsidiaries and branches registered in
loc belonging to the firm.

Orbis (2007)

Share of Flats Destroyed ’46 Destroyed flats in 1946 as a share of the stock of flats
in 1939.

German Association of
Cities (1949)

Rubble ’46 (m3 p.c.) Untreated rubble in 1946 in ccm per capita. German Association of
Cities (1949)

Income t (p.c., log, MC) Log of a region’s individuals’ average income in
Deutsche Mark. This information is not publicly
available on levels lower than federal state level. We
have hence extracted it from the German Micro-
Census, a yearly survey of a random 1% sample
of the population. The question used asks for the
households average income per household member
and respondent has to answer in which interval his
household falls. We have taken the mean of the in-
tervals as household income.

German ”Mikrozen-
sus” (1985, 1987,
1989, 1991, 1993,
1995)

Distance to East (100km) Closest distance from a region’s centre to the former
GDR’s border in 100 km.

- own calculations -

Migration from East ’91-’95 Surveyed individuals who migrated to the region in
the years 1991, 1993 and 1995 from East Germany
as a share the total surveyed population.

German ”Mikrozen-
sus” (1991, 1993,
1995)

Continued on next page
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Appendix Table 1 – continued from previous page
Variable Description Source
Region The geocode of the ‘spacial ordering unit’, an ag-

glomeration of on average ** districts. This is the
lowest level at which income data is made available
in the German Micro Census.

Ties to Relatives ’91 (Dummy) Dummy indicating whether household head or an-
other person in the same household had relatives in
the other part of Germany in 1991.

German SOEP (1991)

Income t (log, SOEP) Log of income in German Mark of household head
in year t .

German SOEP

Gender Gender of highest ranked individual in the household
for whom income data exists. Usually this will be
the household head.

German SOEP (1990)

Age ’90 Age of household head in 1990. German SOEP (1990)
Years of Education ’89 Years of education (including professional) of highest

ranked individual in the household for whom income
data exists. Usually this will be the household head.

German SOEP (1990)

Capital Income ’89 Log of household capital income in 1989. German SOEP (1990)
Occupation ’89 We aggregated the occupations given in the German

SOEP to the 8 categories ‘Not Employed’, ‘Pen-
sioner’, ‘In Education/Military Service’, ‘Worker’,
‘Farmer’, ‘White Collar’, ‘Entrepreneur’ and ‘Civil
Servant’.

German SOEP (1990)

Generated variables
Income t1/t0 (p.c., log) Income t1 (p.c., log) - Income t0) (p.c., log).
Share of Total Subsidiaries and
Branches in loca

Number of subsidiaries and branches in loc over
the sum of this and the number of subsidiaries and
branches in West Germany.

Subsidiaries and Branches in loca

(Dummy)
Dummy variable that indicates whether the firm op-
erates at least one subsidiary or branch in loc.

Subsidiaries and Branches in loca

(log)
Logarithm of Subsidiaries and Branches in loc.

Income t (p.c., log, SOEP) Log of average income in the region, using the SOEP
data.

Income t1/t0 (log, SOEP) Income t1 (p.c., log, SOEP) - Income t0) (p.c., log,
SOEP)

a Where loc stands for East Germany, West Germany, ‘New’ EU Countries, ‘Old’ EU Countries, and Non-EU
Countries.
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D Further Results

Appendix Table 3 - Firm Level Data (Share)

Share of Total S. & B. in East Germany
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

PANEL A: Reduced Form

Share Housing Destroyed ’46 -0.012** -0.011** -0.012** -0.011** -0.013***
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

S. & B. in West Germany (log) 0.016*** 0.016*** 0.016*** 0.016*** 0.016***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Distance to East -0.005*** -0.005*** -0.004** -0.005***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Income 1989 (p.c., log) -0.008 -0.007 -0.003 -0.009
(0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.012)

Income ’89/’85 (p.c., log) -0.004 -0.014 0.000
(0.019) (0.020) (0.018)

Industry Share 1989 0.040
(0.035)

Migration ’91-’95 -0.805
(0.492)

R2 0.024 0.024 0.024 0.024 0.025
N 19387 19387 19387 19387 19387

PANEL B: IV

Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61 0.646** 0.587** 0.619** 0.622** 0.657**
(0.298) (0.277) (0.292) (0.301) (0.294)

Notes: All regressions include federal state fixed effects and 4 sector dummies. In Panel A we
instrumented for Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61 with Share Housing Destroyed ’46. In Panel
B we included the same controls as in Panel A. The standard errors are clustered at district
level.
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Appendix Table 4 - Placebo

S. & B. in East Germany
Dummy Share

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Share Expellees (Sov. Sector) ’61 1.249** 4.421 0.436* 1.129
(0.628) (4.188) (0.258) (1.341)

Share Expellees (Direct) ’61 -1.416 -0.310
(1.685) (0.529)

R2 0.127 0.113 0.023 0.016
N 18990 18990 18990 18990

Notes: All regressions include federal state fixed effects and 4 sector dummies.
We controlled for distance to the East, log of income in 1989 and log of income
growth 1985-1989 as in the regressions before, but did not report the coefficient
estimates here. In all regressions we instrumented for Share Expellees (Sov.
Sector) ’61 and Share Expellees (Direct) ’61 with Share Housing Destroyed ’46
and Rubble ’46 (m3 p.c.). The standard errors are clustered at district level.
Table 5 presents related first stages.
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                                   Appendix Figure 2 
Share of Housing Destroyed (quintiles, red being most destroyed)
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